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In exploratory data analysis, we are often interested in identifying
promising pairwise associations for further analysis while filtering out weaker
ones. This can be accomplished by computing a measure of dependence on
all variable pairs and examining the highest-scoring pairs, provided the measure of dependence used assigns similar scores to equally noisy relationships
of different types. This property, called equitability and previously formalized, can be used to assess measures of dependence along with the power of
their corresponding independence tests and their runtime.
Here we present an empirical evaluation of the equitability, power against
independence, and runtime of several leading measures of dependence. These
include the two recently introduced and simultaneously computable statistics
MICe , whose goal is equitability, and TICe , whose goal is power against
independence.
Regarding equitability, our analysis finds that MICe is the most equitable
method on functional relationships in most of the settings we considered.
Regarding power against independence, we find that TICe and Heller and
Gorfine’s S DDP share state-of-the-art performance, with several other methods achieving excellent power as well. Our analyses also show evidence for
a trade-off between power against independence and equitability consistent
with recent theoretical work. Our results suggest that a fast and useful strategy
for achieving a combination of power against independence and equitability
is to filter relationships by TICe and then to rank the remaining ones using
MICe . We confirm our findings on a set of data collected by the World Health
Organization.
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1. Introduction. Suppose we have a data set with hundreds or thousands of
dimensions and we wish to find interesting associations within it to assess further. Consider, for example, the collection of the 356 social, medical, economic,
and political indicators measured by the World Health Organization (WHO) about
every country in the world. How can we explore this data set to find important
relationships, given that we may not be able to anticipate the models governing
those relationships?
One natural approach to this problem would be to use regression-based models
such as the LASSO [Tibshirani (1996)] or nonparametric regression frameworks
[Breiman et al. (1984), Jaakkola and Haussler (1999)]. However, these strategies
are limited to detecting relationships with a nontrivial regression function. This
is an important limitation because many important relationships, such as relationships involving an unmeasured effect modifier, are not well described by a single function [Algeo and Lyons (2006), Caspi et al. (2003), Clayton and Mayeda
(1996), Reshef et al. (2011)].
This shortcoming is partially addressed by measures of dependence: statistics
whose population value is zero when the variables in question are statistically independent and nonzero in any other circumstance. Measures of dependence guarantee that we will asymptotically detect any deviations from independence in our
data, regardless of the form of those relationships. A common, simple way of using a measure of dependence is to compute it for each pair of variables and then to
manually examine all variable pairs for which a null hypothesis of independence
can be rejected after accounting for multiple testing.
One way to measure the utility of the measure of dependence used in such a
strategy is to assess the power of its associated independence test. This is an important goal if there are only a small number of true dependencies in the data, or if
our sample size is small enough that only a small number of marginal dependencies can be uncovered. But some high-dimensional data sets contain a very large
number of nontrivial relationships, some strong and others weak, and a list of all of
them may be too large to allow for detailed model building or for manual followup of each identified relationship [Emilsson et al. (2008), Reshef et al. (2015)].
For example, in an analysis carried out in Heller et al. (2016) of a gene expression data set, five different measures of dependence each identified thousands of
relationships–comprising over half of the possible relationships in the data set–as
significant after multiple testing correction, and as we show in this paper, a similar
phenomenon holds for the aforementioned WHO data set. Thus, we may want the
statistic we use not only to detect as many of the nontrivial associations as possible, but also to give us a score that is interpretable in terms of relationship strength
across a broad range of relevant relationship types. This would allow us to rank
relationships by strength and consider a manageable number from the top of the
list.
Equitability, introduced in Reshef et al. (2011) and formally defined in Reshef
et al. (2015), is a property of measures of dependence that addresses this challenge.
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While the formalization of equitability allows for arbitrary definitions of “relevant
relationship types” and “relationship strength,” one natural instantiation of equitability is that, when used on functional relationships, the value of an equitable
measure of dependence should reflect the coefficient of determination (R 2 ) with
respect to the generating function with as weak a dependence as possible on the
particular function in question.
Most measures of dependence do not have high equitability even on functional
relationships. (This is understandable, as they are not designed with that goal in
mind.) One measure of dependence that has been shown empirically to have good
equitability on a broad set of functional relationships is the maximal information
coefficient (MIC) [Reshef et al. (2011)]. In Reshef et al. (2016) a new, efficiently
computable, consistent estimator of the population MIC, called MICe , is introduced, along with a related measure of dependence called the total information
coefficient (TICe ), which is essentially free to compute when MICe is computed.
In this paper we compare, under a wide range of settings, the equitability on
functional relationships, power, and runtime of MICe , TICe , and a suite of leading measures of dependence. With regard to equitability, our results show that
estimation of the population MIC via MICe is more equitable on functional relationships than other methods in a large majority of the settings of noise/marginal
distributions and sample size that we tested, though in a few settings the Kraskov
mutual information estimator outperforms MICe . With regard to power against independence, we find that TICe and a related method called S DDP [Heller et al.
(2016)] share state-of-the-art performance, and that many other methods including distance correlation [Szekely and Rizzo (2009)] also do quite well. We also
characterize a more general power-equitability trade-off that holds across methods, and we present a runtime analysis to characterize the scale of data that each
method can analyze. Our full set of simulation analyses of power, equitability, and
runtime, including sensitivity analyses and additional sample sizes and models, are
available in an online empirical supplement [Reshef et al. (2018b)] that we hope
will be a resource to the community.
We close by applying all the methods examined to the WHO data set described
above. Our analysis of real data validates the results of our power simulations, reveals empirical relationships among the methods we benchmarked that are consistent with our equitability simulations, and shows that MICe and TICe detect new
relationships of scientific interest that would not be easily found using the other
methods we consider here. Taken together, our results suggest that MICe can be
efficiently used in conjunction with TICe to achieve a useful mix of power against
independence (by filtering results using TICe ) and equitability (by using MICe on
the remaining variable pairs) when exploring a data set with a large number of
nontrivial relationships.
2. A review of equitability. Equitability is a property of measures of dependence introduced in Reshef et al. (2011) and formalized in Reshef et al. (2015).
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Because this paper analyzes in depth the equitability of several leading measures
of dependence, we present here a brief summary of some basic definitions and
results.
There are two equivalent ways to view equitability [Reshef et al. (2015)]. The
first states roughly that an equitable measure of dependence gives similar scores to
equally noisy relationships of different types [Reshef et al. (2011)]. In this viewpoint, a highly equitable measure of dependence allows us to find, in a sense, the
strongest K relationships in our data set for any K. The second view is based on
statistical power: an equitable measure of dependence provides good tests for distinguishing between relationships with different, potentially nonzero amounts of
noise. That is, a highly equitable measure of dependence allows us in principle
to find with high power relationships in our data set with strength at least x0 for
any x0 . (An ordinary measure of dependence, in contrast, only provides such a
guarantee for the case x0 = 0.) Equitability includes the usual null hypothesis of
statistical independence as a special case.
We present here a formal definition of the second viewpoint followed by an informal description of the first. Let Q denote a set of distributions, called the standard relationships, on which we can state what we mean by relationship strength,
and let  : Q → [0, 1] be the functional that computes that strength. For example,
Q could be some diverse set of functional relationships with noise added and 
could be R 2 , that is, the coefficient of determination with respect to the generating
function. Equitability can then be defined via statistical power as follows.
D EFINITION 2.1 [Reshef et al. (2015)]. Let ϕ̂ be a statistic, let Q be a set of
standard relationships, let  : Q → [0, 1], and let 0 < α < 1 − β < 1. The statistic
ϕ̂ is 1/d-equitable with respect to  at level α and power 1 − β if and only if for
every x0 , x1 ∈ [0, 1] satisfying x1 − x0 > d, there exists a right-tailed level-α test
based on ϕ̂ that can distinguish between H0 : (Z ) = x0 and H1 : (Z ) = x1 with
power at least 1 − β.
The smaller d is the better. The best equitability that can be achieved is when
d = 0; this is called perfect equitability, and is typically discussed as a property of
the population value of a statistic. In this paper we set α = β = 0.05 always.
Definition 2.1 is illustrated schematically in Figure 1. When  is 0 precisely
in cases of statistical independence, equitability can be viewed as a generalization
of power against statistical independence on Q. Specifically, when we set x0 = 0,
a 1/d-equitable statistic yields a test that has good power against independence
on any alternative hypothesis as extreme or more extreme than H1 :  = d. More
generally, the definition says that a 1/d-equitable statistic allows us, given some
threshold x0 of relationship strength as measured by , to identify with high power
the relationships in a data set with strength greater than x0 + d. This is important
if our data set has many weak relationships and a smaller number of stronger relationships that we would like to find.
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F IG . 1. Equitability as a generalization of power against independence. (a) The power function of
a size-α right-tailed test for fixed α, based on a statistic ϕ̂, of the null hypothesis H0 :  = 0.3. The
curve shows the power of the test as a function of x1 , the value of  under the alternative hypothesis.
(b) The power function can be depicted instead as a heat map. (c) Instead of considering just one
null hypothesis/critical value, we can consider a set of null hypotheses (with corresponding critical
values) of the form H0 :  = x0 and plot each of the resulting power curves as a heat map. The result
is a plot in which the intensity of the color in the coordinate (x1 , x0 ) corresponds to the power of a
size-α right-tailed test based on ϕ̂ at distinguishing H1 :  = x1 from H0 :  = x0 . A 1/d-equitable
statistic at level α and power 1 − β is one for which this power surface attains the value 1 − β within
distance d of the diagonal along each row.

Thus, an analysis of equitability must assess power against many null hypotheses, and because Q can contain many relationship types (e.g., linear, exponential, etc.), the null and alternative hypotheses analyzed are composite. Of course,
though we can formulate the null hypothesis H0 :  = x0 conceptually and test it
in simulations, testing it on real data is challenging because the sampling distribution of the statistic under this null may depend on relationship type. The value of
equitability does not stem from the ability to test this null hypothesis, but rather
from the fact that ranking relationships based on a statistic that performs well with
respect to this null hypothesis in controlled situations is a better idea than ranking
them based on a statistic that does not.
The other, equivalent formalization of equitability, measures the degree to which
a statistic assigns similar scores to equally noisy relationships of different types.
This is done via an object called the interpretable interval, which is an interval estimate of  constructed from ϕ̂. Specifically, the interpretable interval is guaranteed
to cover the true value of  with high probability for any relationship Z ∈ Q. This
is illustrated in Figure 2. For more detail, see Appendix A [Reshef et al. (2018a)].
The width of the widest interpretable interval obtained from any value of ϕ̂ can
be shown to equal the parameter d in Definition 2.1 above. For a formal statement
of the equivalence of the two formalizations of equitability proven in Reshef et al.
(2015), see Appendix A.
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F IG . 2. An illustration of equitability via interpretable intervals when  is R 2 . (a) A plot of central intervals of the sampling distributions of ϕ̂ against R 2 (Z) for Z ∈ Q, when Q consists only of
linear relationships with varying amounts of added noise; the black interval denotes a central interval corresponding to one particular distribution Z ∈ Q. (b) The analogous plot in the case where
Q contains noisy functional relationships ranging over three different functions: linear (blue), exponential (red), and parabolic (yellow). The black interval, called the reliable interval, is now the
smallest interval containing the central intervals for all three relationship types. (c) The same plot,
with interpretable intervals pictured. The interpretable interval at each value of ϕ̂ is composed of the
R 2 values whose reliable intervals contain that value of ϕ̂. The shorter the interpretable intervals,
the more equitable the statistic. The widest interpretable interval is denoted by a solid red line; an
additional interpretable interval is shown with a dashed red line. (d) The analogous plot, but with
ϕ̂ set to be the squared sample correlation coefficient ρ̂ 2 and Q equal to the set of noisy functional
relationships described in Appendix C.1, with n = 500. The fact that the interpretable intervals of
ρ̂ 2 are large indicates that a given ρ̂ 2 value could correspond to relationships with very different
R 2 values. (e) The analogous plot, for a hypothetical measure of dependence that achieves perfect
equitability in the large-sample limit. [Parts (d) and (e) are reproduced from Reshef et al. (2015).]

2.1. Equitability on functional relationships. In evaluating the equitability of
measures of dependence, we would like to assess equitability on as broad as possible a set of relationships Q for which we can define a reasonable measure of relationship strength . In this work we choose to focus on sets of noisy functional
relationships as defined in Reshef et al. (2016). Briefly, these are relationships of
the form (X + ε, f (X) + ε ) where f is a function that ranges over some set of
functions F , and where ε and ε are independent of each other and of X, and may
be trivial. We make this choice because noisy functional relationships are a broad,
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easily definable class of relationships commonly found in practical applications
that comes with an intuitive and natural measure of relationship strength: R 2 , the
coefficient of determination with respect to the generating function. Note that this
set of standard relationships only includes relationships for which the first coordinate is the independent variable; extending this paradigm to larger sets of noisy
functional relationships where this is not the case is a subject of future work.
Because of our focus on noisy functional relationships, in this paper, as in
Reshef et al. (2011, 2016), we will typically use “equitability” to mean equitability
with respect to R 2 on particular (finite) sets of noisy functional relationships that
are representative of a variety of relationship types. Alternative definitions of equitability with other sets Q and functions  have been proposed; these are discussed
in detail in Reshef et al. (2015).
3. Equitability analysis. Having reviewed equitability and how to quantify it,
we turn to evaluating the equitability of MICe , TICe , and several leading measures
of dependence. We do so first using interpretable intervals, as in Figure 2, followed
by an alternate visualization of the equitability of each measure of dependence
using a power analysis, as in Figure 1.
3.1. Setting up the analysis.
3.1.1. Choice of methods to analyze. We include in our analysis a collection
of methods that is representative of the broad spectrum of approaches prevalent in
the field today.
Grid-based methods. The maximal information coefficient and the total information coefficient can be viewed as exploring the space of possible grids that can be
drawn on the sampled data, assigning a score to each grid via some metric, and
then aggregating the scores. For MIC [Reshef et al. (2011)], the metric is a normalized mutual information score and the aggregation is a supremum. (We remind
the reader that MIC is difficult to compute efficiently and so in practice a heuristic
approximation called APPROX-MIC is used to compute it that does not explore
the space of all possible grids.) MICe [Reshef et al. (2016)] is similar to MIC
but explores a more restricted set of grids over which an efficient search is possible while retaining the property that its population value is a supremum over all
possible grids. (As such, no approximation algorithm is needed for MICe .) TICe
[Reshef et al. (2016)] is like MICe except it aggregates by summation. For all of
these methods, the parameter α controls the space of grids that is explored; higher
α means grids with more cells. For a review of the formal definitions of MICe and
TICe , see Appendix B.
We also include other, more recent grid-based methods. HHG [Heller, Heller
and Gorfine (2013)] explores a set of three-by-three grids defined by pairs of data
points, uses as its score Pearson’s χ 2 test statistic computed on two-by-two contingency tables derived from the three-by-three grids, and aggregates by summation.
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Though similar to Hoeffding’s D [Hoeffding (1948)] in that it proceeds via twoby-two contingency tables, it differs in the way it constructs the tables, and it is not
distribution free whereas Hoeffding’s D is. S DDP [Heller et al. (2016)] explores a
larger set of grids defined by subsets of the data points, uses nonnormalized mutual
information as its score, and also aggregates by summation.5 Another notable gridbased method introduced recently is dynamic slicing [Jiang, Ye and Liu (2015)],
which like the idealized MIC explores all possible grids and aggregates by maximization, but uses as its score a version of mutual information that is regularized
according to a prior on the space of possible grids. We did not include dynamic
slicing in our comparison, however, because it is formulated only for performing
a k-sample test whereas our focus here is on measuring dependence between two
continuous random variables.
Mutual information estimation. We compare to a standard mutual information
estimator introduced by Kraskov [Kraskov, Stogbauer and Grassberger (2004)].
For convenience, we represent the estimated mutual information values in terms
of the squared Linfoot correlation [Linfoot (1957), Speed (2011)], defined by
L2 (X, Y ) = 1 − 2−2I (X,Y ) where I (X, Y ) represents the raw mutual information.
L2 (X, Y ) takes values in [0, 1].
Distance/kernel-based statistics. We compare to the distance correlation (dCor)
[Szekely and Rizzo (2009)], a statistic that is defined analogously to ordinary correlation but using a notion of distance variance/covariance that is based on pairwise distances between points. The use of distance variance/covariance is a significant advance because in contrast to ordinary variance/covariance it produces
an omnibus consistent test that, unlike grid-based approaches, easily generalizes
to testing for dependence in higher dimensions. In addition to distance correlation, we compare to the Hilbert–Schmidt information criterion (HSIC) [Gretton
et al. (2005, 2008)], a more general statistic defined on reproducing kernel Hilbert
spaces of which dCor is a special case [Sejdinovic et al. (2013)].
Correlation-based methods. As an intuitive benchmark for the reader, we include the squared Pearson correlation coefficient (ρ 2 ). We also include methods
that use ρ after computing a nonlinear transformation of the data. Perhaps the
best-known one is maximal correlation [Rényi (1959)], which, given random variables X and Y , searches for arbitrary measurable functions f and g such that
ρ(f (X), g(Y )) is maximized. This is algorithmically hard in general, but the (approximate) method of alternating conditional expectations [Breiman and Friedman
(1985)] is widely used and we use it here as well. We also include a more recent
related method, the randomized dependence coefficient [Lopez-Paz, Hennig and
5 Several variations on these statistics are presented in Heller, Heller and Gorfine (2013), Heller
et al. (2016). Results for these other methods were generally similar or worse than the ones we
display, and we omit them.
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Schölkopf (2013)], which applies many random transformations to X and Y and
then searches for the linear combinations of the transformed features that maximize the correlation.
Parameter choice. For each of the above methods that is parametrized, we conducted a parameter sweep and present for each sample size the best seen results.
Results for all parameter values are in Empirical Supplement 1E.
3.1.2. Choice of Q, , and sample sizes. As discussed in Section 2.1, we
focus here on equitability with respect to R 2 on a set of noisy functional relationships. To ensure robustness, we vary the relationships tested along as many dimensions as possible including relationship type, the type of noise added, marginal
distributions, and sample size.
Specifically, we considered 12 different sampling/noise models. Each sampling/noise model was defined by choosing one of four independent-variable
marginal distributions (points equidistant or uniformly sampled, along the graph
of the function or along the X-axis) and one of three noise distributions (X
noise only, Y noise only, or noise in both variables; see Appendix C.4.1). For
each sampling/noise model, we created a set of relationships Q by including between 16 and 21 different functional relationships (see Appendix C.4.2), each
with increasing levels of additive Gaussian noise, at four sample size regimes
(n = 250, 500, 5000, and the infinite data limit).
3.1.3. Quantification of equitability. The equitability of each measure of dependence is quantified using (5%, 95%)-interpretable intervals, as in Figure 2 (see
Appendix A). We report both average-case and worst-case equitability in our analyses, and the interval plotted in red on each plot represents the worst-case interpretable interval for that plot.
3.2. Results and discussion. Figures 3 and 4 display the results of our analysis
for a subset of methods under the noise/sampling model (xi + εi , f (xi ) + εi ),
where εi , εi are i.i.d. Gaussians for all i and the xi are chosen to make consecutive
points (xi , f (xi )) equidistant along the graph of f . The full results are in Empirical
Supplement 1A–F, and are summarized in Tables A4 and A5.
Our results demonstrate that MICe is consistently highly equitable for these
noise/sample models and sample sizes, and is the only one of the methods examined here to be so. Mutual information shows relatively poorer equitability at
n = 250 and n = 500. While its equitability appears improved at n = 5000, this
improvement is not robust to variation in noise/sampling model; we discuss the
equitability of mutual information in more detail in the following section. Of the
remaining schemes, maximum correlation appears to provide the best equitability. This is interesting because on the one hand the squared maximal correlation
is bounded from below by R 2 , and on the other hand the lack of equitability of
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F IG . 3. The equitability of measures of dependence on a set of noisy functional relationships. (Narrower is more equitable.) The relationships take the form (X + ε, f (X) + ε ) where ε and ε  are i.i.d.
normals of varying amplitude, and relationship strength is quantified by  = R 2 . The plots were
constructed as described in Figure 2. In each plot, the worst-case interpretable interval is indicated
by a red line, and both the worst- and average-case equitability are listed. Mutual information, estimated using the Kraskov estimator, is represented using the squared Linfoot correlation. For every
parametrized statistic whose parameter meaningfully affects equitability, results are presented at
each sample size using parameter settings that maximize worst-case equitability across all 12 of the
noise/marginal distributions tested at that sample size.
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F IG . 4. The equitability with respect to  = R 2 of measures of dependence on the noisy functional relationships analyzed in Figure 3, visualized in terms of power. (Redder is more equitable.)
Plots were generated as in Figure 1. The intensity of the pixel at coordinate (x1 , x0 ) in each heat
map shows the power of a right-tailed test based on the statistic in question at distinguishing the
(composite) alternative hypothesis H1 : R 2 = x1 from the (composite) null hypothesis H0 : R 2 = x0
with type I error at most α = 0.05. Mutual information, estimated using the Kraskov estimator, is
represented using the squared Linfoot correlation. For every parametrized statistic whose parameter
meaningfully affects equitability, results are presented at each sample size using parameter settings
that maximize worst-case equitability across all twelve of noise/marginal distributions tested at that
sample size.
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maximal correlation seems to stem from the ACE method returning results below this lower bound. We therefore wonder whether maximal correlation—were it
computable exactly—would be highly equitable with respect to R 2 .
We comment briefly on the remaining methods: HSIC, distance correlation,
RDC, S DDP , TICe , HHG, and ρ. These methods all display relatively poor equitability over the models Q tested, with the equitability profiles of both dCor and
RDC appearing similar to that of the squared sample correlation (Empirical Supplement 1E). Of course, none of these methods were designed with equitability
with respect to R 2 in mind or make claims about equitability with respect to R 2 .
We note further that each of these methods that converges to some population
value is trivially a consistent estimator of that population value and therefore trivially perfectly equitable with respect to that population value. Therefore, if, for
example, a practitioner believes that the population value of dCor is the best way
to measure relationship strength for a particular application, then the dCor statistic
should of course be the statistic of choice. Our results have implications only for
cases in which R 2 is considered an appropriate measure of relationship strength
against which to benchmark the methods we have evaluated.
Interestingly, Figure 4 also shows poor power to reject a null hypothesis of independence at n = 250 and n = 500 even for methods like HSIC, dCor, and RDC,
which are traditionally considered to have good power against independence. The
reason this happens is because equitability measures worst-case power across all
relationship types with a given R 2 ; that is, the alternative hypotheses considered
are composite. Correspondingly, the statistics that are not well powered to detect
even one of the relationship types analyzed compare unfavorably in this analysis,
even if they have good power on a large subset of the relationships.
We note that, for MICe , the best parameter regime for equitability is different
than the best parameter regime for power against independence presented later in
this paper. This suggests that there is a trade-off between power against independence and equitability, a theme to which we return in Section 6.
3.2.1. Comparing the equitability of MICe and mutual information. Given the
connections between the maximal information coefficient and mutual information, it is natural to ask whether direct estimation of mutual information achieves
similar equitability to MICe . The equitability of mutual information estimation
has been assessed previously, most notably in Reshef et al. (2011), Reshef et al.
(2013), Kinney and Atwal (2014), and Reshef et al. (2014). The analyses conducted here, which subsume those analyses, show that in general the answer appears to be: at n = 250 and n = 500, MICe outperforms mutual information estimation on all models tested, often by substantial margins; at n = 5000, MICe
outperforms mutual information on all models except for the ones that contain
Y noise only, on which mutual information performs better. We present a more
detailed breakdown below.
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F IG . 5. A comparison of the equitability of MICe and mutual information estimation under three
noise models. (Narrower is more equitable.) Plots are analogous to those in Figure 3. As in that
figure, results for both statistics are presented for each sample size using parameter settings that
maximize equitability across all twelve of the noise/marginal distributions tested at that sample size.
For versions of this analysis using additional independent variable marginal distributions, see Empirical Supplement 1C.

Effect of model choice on equitability. Figure 5 demonstrates the relative robustness to model choice of the equitability of MICe compared to that of the Kraskov
mutual information estimator. At each sample size, the equitability of MICe is
fairly stable with respect to the variations in noise models and independent variable marginal distributions tested. In contrast, it seems that mutual information
estimation’s equitability relies on the noise model containing no X noise.
Effect of sample size on equitability. Estimating mutual information from finite samples is a challenging problem that has inspired many sophisticated methods [Kraskov, Stogbauer and Grassberger (2004), Moon, Rajagopalan and Lall
(1995), Paninski (2003)], and indeed our analyses demonstrate strong finitesample effects on the equitability of mutual information estimation. MICe suffers
much less from this problem: for n = 250 and n = 500, MICe has both superior
worst-case and average-case equitability over mutual information estimation (using k = 1, 6, 10, and 20 in the Kraskov estimator) in every model Q tested, in
most cases by substantial margins. This is intuitively consistent with the fact that
the population value of MICe is uniformly continuous as a functional while mutual
information is not [Reshef et al. (2016)].
Equitability in the large-sample limit. To disentangle finite-sample effects from
properties of the population values of the statistics in question, we also compared
the equitability of the population value of MICe (called MIC∗ ) and the population
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value of mutual information (Figure A4). Results were essentially the same as
those for n = 5000, implying that neither MIC∗ nor mutual information is worstcase perfectly equitable with respect to R 2 over the sets Q examined. This is not
surprising given the broad range of relationships, noise models, and independent
variable marginal distributions tested.
Relationship to equitability analysis from Kinney and Atwal (2014). A more limited empirical analysis of the equitability of MIC and mutual information estimation was presented in Kinney and Atwal (2014). There, the authors examined
the equitability of MIC and mutual information estimation at a large sample size
(n = 5000) and under one choice of Q (the same as in Figure 3, only with no noise
in the first coordinate). From this, they concluded that mutual information estimation was more equitable than MIC. This empirical argument was accompanied by
a theoretical result exhibiting a family of relationships on which no measure of
dependence can be perfectly equitable with respect to R 2 , and a statement that this
impossibility result implies that previous claims [Reshef et al. (2011)] about the
equitability of MIC were incorrect.
Since its publication, Kinney and Atwal (2014) has been the subject of two
published technical comments [Murrell, Murrell and Murrell (2014), Reshef et al.
(2014)] describing its main limitations, which are threefold. First, the central proof
of the impossibility of equitability with respect to R 2 in Kinney and Atwal (2014)
applies only to perfect equitability, and says nothing about the achievability of the
more general (approximate) notion with which we are primarily interested and regarding which we have previously made claims about MIC. That is, even if no
method is perfectly equitable with respect to R 2 , some methods can be more equitable with respect to R 2 than others, and the question remains which methods come
meaningfully close to the ideal [Reshef et al. (2014)]. Second, the impossibility
result relies crucially on a nonidentifiable noise model Q in which, for example,
a noiseless parabola can be obtained as a “noisy” linear relationship [Murrell, Murrell and Murrell (2014)]. Third, though mutual information indeed outperforms
MIC under the specific sample size and noise model chosen in Kinney and Atwal
(2014), this is not the case in general [Reshef et al. (2014)]. As our analysis here
importantly establishes, this empirical point remains true even when we further
expand the set of noise models and sample sizes under consideration.
3.2.2. Sensitivity of analysis to choice of functions. One potential question
about the equitability analyses performed here is whether they are sensitive to
the particular choice of functions analyzed. This is justified given that the current
theoretical understanding of the maximal set of functions on which we should expect MICe (or any method) to behave equitably is quite limited, and given that one
can construct functions, such as a step function, for which all three of the methods that show nontrivial equitability in the above analysis provably perform very
nonequitably. (See Appendix J for a proof.) However, analyses we have conducted
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in separate work suggest that our results appear robust over a wide range of “probable” function types. Specifically, in Reshef et al. (2016) we conducted equitability
analyses similar to the ones above but on a set of 160 functions chosen at random
from Gaussian process distributions with radial basis function kernels of different bandwidths. Results were similar, with MICe attaining the best equitability,
followed by mutual information estimation, and then maximal correlation.
3.2.3. Nonfunctional relationships. Equitability as we have applied it here is
only defined for noisy functional relationships. However, in previous work [Reshef
et al. (2011)] we showed empirically in the case of MIC that reasonable equitability with respect to R 2 can translate into reasonable behavior on several different
nonfunctional relationships, with the MIC of those relationships degrading intuitively as noise is added [see Figures 2G, S5, and S6 of Reshef et al. (2011)]. We
also proved that the population MIC (and therefore also the population MICe ) of
superpositions of noiseless never-constant functional relationships is 1 [see Theorem 4 of Reshef et al. (2011)]. More in-depth empirical and theoretical examination of this aspect of MIC and MICe is an important direction of future work.
4. Statistical power analysis. There are many settings that call simply for
testing for any deviation from independence rather than relationship ranking.
These settings require a measure of dependence that yields tests with high power
against a null hypothesis of statistical independence.
Here, we turn to assessing the power against independence of the above statistics. Such analyses have been done previously, most notably by Simon and Tibshirani [Simon and Tibshirani (2012)]. Our analysis expands upon the power analysis
performed by Simon and Tibshirani in three key ways. First, for each of the statistics we analyze that has a free parameter, we perform a parameter sweep to understand the power of the corresponding tests as a function of that parameter. Second,
we analyze a larger set of methods and a greater variety of sample sizes. Finally,
we consider several ways to aggregate information across noise levels and across
function types to get a more general picture of which methods have the highest
overall power.
4.1. Setting up the analysis. We analyze all methods listed in Section 3, and
we perform parameter sweeps for every method and report best-seen results as in
that section. We use the set of relationships and noise model (uniform independentvariable marginal, Gaussian noise in the second coordinate only) chosen by Simon
and Tibshirani [Simon and Tibshirani (2012)]. For consistency with the sample
sizes used throughout this work, we show results for n = 500; results for all analyses using n = 100 are similar and are provided in the empirical supplement.
We first compute power curves for each relationship type and each method, having performed parameter sweeps to choose optimal parameters for each method as
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a function of sample size only (see Appendix C.2). The parameter sweeps themselves, which characterize power against independence as a function of statistic
parameters, are presented in Figures A6 and A7.
To compare power across methods, we need to aggregate information across
relationship types as well as across alternative hypotheses. The first way we do
this is to integrate under the power curve of each relationship type and average
across relationship types, using limits of integration defined via R 2 for consistency
across relationship types (see Appendix C.2.1). The second way we aggregate this
information is to compute, for each method and each function type, the R 2 at which
50% power is reached, and then average this quantity across function type.
4.2. Results. The full power curves for individual relationship types and methods are displayed in Figure 6, and the aggregated results comparing overall power
across methods are shown in Figure 7. We discuss several aspects of these below.
4.2.1. Power on specific relationships. In Figure 6, no method clearly dominates; different methods have good power for different relationship types. For
example, distance correlation and HSIC are relatively better powered to detect linear dependence than MICe and TICe , but are relatively worse at detecting most
of the other forms of dependence tested. In contrast, S DDP appears to have a similar profile to that of TICe . This is interesting because S DDP is closely related to
the maximal and total information coefficients in that it too is an aggregation via
summation of mutual information scores taken over many different grids.
However, choice of parameter values is an important determinant of power,
and unsurprisingly, the optimal parameter choices used here cause the power of
tests based on several of the statistics included in this analysis to be substantially
better than previously reported [Gorfine, Heller and Heller (2012), Jiang, Ye and
Liu (2015), Kinney and Atwal (2014), Lopez-Paz, Hennig and Schölkopf (2013),
Simon and Tibshirani (2012)]. In particular, MIC with optimal parameters (black
line) performs substantially better than MIC with what were previously the default, equitability oriented parameters. This performance gain is achieved by a
wide range of parameter settings comprising a regime suited for independence
testing (Figure A6). Importantly, it is preserved on an independent validation set
of randomly chosen noisy functional relationships (Figure A1), indicating that it is
not idiosyncratic to the particular relationships employed in this analysis. We have
therefore updated our software to allow users to choose between the parameters
that optimize power or the parameters that optimize equitability.
4.2.2. Average power across relationship types. The two rankings displayed
in Figure 7, while robust to sample size and thresholds used, are different from
each other, and are sensitive to choices such as inclusion/exclusion of certain function types (Empirical Supplement 2A and 2B). However, there are some general
patterns that seem consistent. First, state-of-the-art performance is always achieved
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F IG . 6. Power of independence testing using the measures of dependence examined, on the relationships in Simon and Tibshirani (2012), at 50 noise levels with linearly increasing magnitude for
each relationship and n = 500. To enable comparison of power regimes across relationships, the
x-axis of each plot lists R 2 rather than noise magnitude. For each statistic that has a parameter, an
optimal value for the parameter was chosen using the parameter sweeps in Figure A6. (For a version
with n = 100 see Empirical Supplement 2A.)

by either S DDP or TICe , depending on how power is quantified. This provides evidence that the basic approach of aggregating mutual information scores over a
large set of grids, whether via the characteristic matrix or other statistics, is a fun-
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F IG . 7. Measures of dependence ranked by the power of their corresponding independence tests.
For each measure of dependence and each relationship type, power was quantified using (a) the
area under the power curve (higher is more powerful), or (b) the minimal R 2 at which at least
50% power is achieved (lower is more powerful). The collection of these scores across relationship
types is then plotted for each method along with quartiles. Optimal parameter values for each test
statistic were chosen to maximize average performance across relationship types; see (a) Figure A6,
or (b) Figure A7. The MIC statistic from Reshef et al. (2011) with the parameters used in Simon and
Tibshirani (2012) is labeled in red. The sample size is n = 500; results are similar with n = 100 and,
for (b), with power thresholds besides 50%. (See Empirical Supplement 2B.)
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damentally promising avenue for thinking about dependence. Additionally, when
power is quantified by computing the area under the power curve, distance correlation also does quite well, thus highlighting the value of the by-now well established
paradigm of energy statistics for relationship detection.
Second, the power of independence testing using MICe , with parameters suited
for power against independence rather than equitability, is not far from the state of
the art, though its relative performance depends on the method of quantification.
In particular, its power is comparable to- and usually higher than that of its predecessor MIC [Reshef et al. (2011)], which estimates the same population quantity
(MIC∗ ), even when the latter also has optimally chosen parameters. This demonstrates that the improved bias/variance properties of MICe relative to MIC [Reshef
et al. (2016)] indeed translate into an improvement in power.
Another observation arising from Figure 7(b) is that if we computed for each
method the R 2 at which 50% power is reached for all function types tested
simultaneously—that is, the maximum over function types of R 2 at which 50%
power is reached, instead of the average over function types—then the rankings of
the methods would be quite different. We will return to this in Section 7, where we
argue for the utility of this way of assessing performance.
We remark that since the parameters chosen for each parametrized method were
optimized for the function suite we analyzed, one may ask to what extent these
results would generalize to relationship types beyond the ones considered here.
To assess this, we also conducted the same power analysis on an independent set
of 160 relationships consisting of randomly chosen functions with noise added,
using the parameter settings resulting from our parameter sweep of the fixed set of
relationships. Results were similar. (See Appendix C.3.)
5. Runtime analysis. Computational efficiency is often desirable when evaluating dependence, and here we assess the runtimes associated with the set of
measures of dependence examined.
5.1. Setting up the analysis. Since the runtime of MICe /TICe depends on
parameter choice, results for MICe are presented for parameter settings recommended for maximizing equitability, maximizing power against independence, and
attaining “reasonable equitability”. The third set of parameters was computed by
searching at each sample size for the parameters that resulted in the fastest runtime
while still yielding 80% of the best observed equitability at that sample size. All
the parameters used for MICe /TICe in this analysis are detailed in Table A9.
The only other method whose runtime is affected by its parameter was S DDP .
Since at the sample size regimes we tested only three parameter settings led to
practical runtimes for S DDP , we have included all three. For statistics whose runtimes did not depend on parameter choice, defaults were used (see Appendix G.3).
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TABLE 1
Average runtimes, in seconds, of algorithms for computing measures of dependence over 100 trials
of uniformly distributed, independent samples at a range of sample sizes. Results for MICe are
presented for three sample-size-dependent parameter settings that optimize for maximal power
against independence ([P]), 99% of optimal equitability ([E]), and 80% of optimal equitability (fast
equitability, [FE]). For a list of the parameters used in each of these settings, see Table A9. TICe is
omitted because its runtime is very similar to that of MICe [P]
ρ2

Max. Corr.

RDC

dCor

HSIC

HHG

50
100
500
1000
5000
10,000

0.0001
0.0001
0.0001
0.0002
0.0002
0.0002

0.0004
0.0005
0.0014
0.0025
0.0119
0.0239

0.0015
0.0014
0.0023
0.0035
0.0129
0.0251

0.0010
0.0014
0.0504
0.3518
6.1402
25.9859

0.0016
0.0032
0.0847
0.4886
6.5975
25.7333

0.0017
0.0063
0.2185
1.0956
34.0171
465.3222

n

MIC

MICe [E]

MICe [FE]

MICe [P]

DDP
Sm=2

DDP
Sm=3

0.0015
0.0061
0.2187
0.9628
18.7627
66.2238

0.0021
0.0052
0.1630
0.1992
0.3398
0.6835

0.0009
0.0012
0.0079
0.0172
0.0974
0.1819

0.0004
0.0005
0.0018
0.0037
0.0195
0.0398

0.0018
0.0022
0.0035
0.0050
0.0574
0.2154

0.0010
0.0023
0.0529
0.2122
5.7464
23.4473

n

50
100
500
1000
5000
10,000

I(Kraskov)
0.0096
0.0100
0.0122
0.0150
0.0427
0.0927

DDP
Sm=4

0.0094
0.0861
14.2690
121.7311
1.72 × 104
1.40 × 105

5.2. Results. The results of our runtime analysis, found in Table 1, have several salient features. First, there is a clear set of fastest methods: maximum correlation, RDC, MICe (with any of the three parameter settings tested), TICe (which
has identical runtime to MICe and so is omitted from Table 1), mutual information,
and S DDP with m = 2 (a parameter setting that was not chosen by our parameter
sweeps due to its worse power; see Figures A6 and A7). Each of these methods
takes under a second to compute at a sample size of 10,000, while the remaining
methods all take over 20 seconds.
Second, MICe with all three of the parameter settings given is substantially
faster than the previously introduced MIC statistic from Reshef et al. (2011) run
using default parameters. This matches the theoretical analysis in Reshef et al.
(2016), which shows that the complexity of the search procedure in MICe is
O(n2.5α ) whereas the complexity of the search procedure in the APPROX-MIC
algorithm used to compute MIC is O(n4α ).
Third, analysis of large data sets is possible using MICe and TICe . For example,
computing both TICe with parameters optimized for power and MICe with parameters chosen to achieve 80% of the best achievable equitability can be done on a
sample size of 5000 in 97 milliseconds. For a data set with n = 5000 consisting of
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1000 variables, this translates into a total runtime of 16 minutes to compute both
statistics for all variable pairs using 50 processing nodes.
We note one interesting feature of the runtime of MICe . Since estimating MIC∗
involves a search procedure, runtimes for estimating it are substantially faster when
data contain less noise; as such, the runtimes on statistically independent data presented in Table 1 represent worst-case performance. When run on data drawn from
a noiseless linear relationship at the same sample sizes, MICe ran 5%-75% faster.
The runtime of S DDP exhibited a similar phenomenon, but the runtimes of the other
methods were insensitive to the level of structure present and did not exhibit this
effect.
We emphasize that our results represent a snapshot based on currently available
implementations. Just as MICe has provided an improvement over APPROX-MIC,
and just as estimating distance correlation has recently been shown to be estimable
in time O(n log n) rather than O(n2 ) (not benchmarked here; see Remark A1),
we expect that with time algorithmic improvements will allow for more efficient
computation of some of the newer methods analyzed here.
6. The power-equitability trade-off. For several methods, the parameter
regimes that maximize power are different from the parameter regimes that maximize equitability. This suggests that there may be a trade-off between these two
objectives that is being captured by the choice of parameter setting [Reshef et al.
(2013)]. Such a trade-off seems plausible given the equivalence proven in Reshef
et al. (2015) between equitability and power against a range of null hypotheses
corresponding to different relationship strengths. Since equitability is about simultaneously achieving high power against many null hypotheses, it is reasonable that
to attain this objective we have to give up some of the power we previously had
against the specific null hypothesis of independence. Here we show empirically
that such a trade-off does indeed exist for each of the parametrized methods we
consider.
6.1. Demonstrating the power-equitability trade-off. For each statistic under
consideration we plotted worst-case equitability against average power at a sample
size of 500 while varying the statistic’s parameter if it had one. The results are
displayed in Figure 8.
Figure 8 shows that every parametrized method with a nontrivial level of equitability does indeed exhibit a power-equitability trade-off on the sets of relationships considered in this paper. In the case of MICe , the trade-off is captured by
the parameter α, which controls the maximal grid resolution used by the statistic.
This is consistent with the bias-variance analysis in Reshef et al. (2016), which
showed that low values of α lead to better performance in the low-signal regime
while larger values of α lead to better performance in mid-to-high-signal regimes.
It is also consistent with the intuition that disallowing high-resolution grids may
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F IG . 8. The trade-off between equitability and power against statistical independence across methods. For each method, average power as quantified in Figure 7(a) is plotted against the worst-case equitability under the analogous noise/sampling model, with n = 500. For every parametrized method,
a point is plotted for each assessed value of the parameter in question. Since each coordinate is
strictly preferable to all coordinates below and to the left of it, there is a Pareto “power-equitability”
front. The methods with points along this front are MICe , maximal correlation, TICe , and S DDP .

increase power against independence but will allow only coarse-grained distinguishability among distributions, while allowing high-resolution grids might enable distinguishing between distributions that may be more similar to each other.
Figure 8 is also a useful summary of how the different methods we considered
compare to each other along these two dimensions (for this sample size and set of
relationships). Specifically, if one point is both above and to the right of another
then it is strictly preferable. Thus, the figure shows a Pareto front of methods that
offer optimal performance with respect to power against independence and equitability. This front includes MICe , maximal correlation, TICe , and S DDP . When
power is assessed as in Figure 7(b) instead of Figure 7(a), the Pareto front includes
only MICe and TICe (see Empirical Supplement 3).
7. Practical suggestions. To choose which method to use in a data analysis,
we must consider our goals.
In many situations, such as when sample sizes are small enough or relationships
noisy enough that any method will identify only a small number of relationships,
we want to maximize the number of relationships identified by a method. In these
cases, it will be desirable to use a method with high power to detect the relationship
types that are most common in the dataset. So if the dataset contains a large number
of linear relationships and a small number of sinusoidal relationships, then the best
choice of method will be one that has high power to detect linear relationships,
even if it has lower power on sinusoidal relationships.
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The situation we have chosen to focus on for this work is different: we are
interested in the situation in which many methods will return a large number of
relationships, and so the number of relationships detected is less important than
their relative ranking. This does happen in practice, for example in the gene expression analysis of Heller et al. (2016), in which several methods identified over
half of the thousands of relationships in the data set as significant, as well as in
the analysis of the WHO data set conducted in Section 8 of this paper. In such
cases, increasing the proportion of variable pairs identified as significant seems
less important for scientific inquiry than having a meaningful way to prioritize the
detected relationships for follow-up.
Thus, a promising strategy for exploratory data analysis is: first, to compute a
statistic designed to identify a large number of significant relationships of all kinds,
and then second, to compute an equitable statistic on all significant relationships,
ensuring a ranking that is meaningful. For this approach to be fruitful, the statistic
used in the first step must have high power on a wide range of relationship types;
otherwise, the first step will eliminate many relationships that would otherwise
be ranked as highly interesting in the second step. In other words, the statistic
used in the first step should perform well with respect to the third quantification
of power discussed at the end of Section 4: minimum R 2 at which 50% power is
reached for all function types tested. The R 2 at which this is achieved is called
the detection threshold of the method; a method that does well with respect to this
quantification of power has a low detection threshold [Reshef et al. (2015)]. As
described in Reshef et al. (2015), low detection threshold is related to equitability:
an equitable statistic provably has a low detection threshold on its set of standard
relationships, whereas the converse is not true.
Figure 7(b) shows that MICe and TICe both have lower detection thresholds
than the other methods considered here. This phenomenon is robust to choice of
power threshold (see Empirical Supplement 2B) and holds over a range of parameter settings (see Figure A7). Because their detection thresholds are very similar
and TICe has better power than MICe on almost every function type, we propose
to use TICe for a “first-pass” filtering of the relationships, and then the more equitable MICe to rank significant relationships.
Detection threshold is sensitive to the relationship set in question, and different
relationship sets may lead to different conclusions. For instance, at the parameter
setting shown in Figure 7(b), if the higher-frequency sinusoid is removed from
the set of functions, S DDP achieves a lower detection threshold than TICe . If the
parameters for all methods are optimized for the new, smaller set of functions,
the performance of TICe matches and sometimes exceeds that of S DDP (Empirical
Supplement 2B), but choosing parameters in this way may be difficult in practice.
Therefore, for analyzing a data set where even the most interesting relationships
are relatively simple, our results suggest that S DDP may provide a good first-pass
filter. However, for analyzing a data set in which the types of relationships present
are unknown or diverse, as is our focus here, our results suggest that TICe is less
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likely than S DDP to exclude relationships that might later be ranked as very interesting by MICe . We note parenthetically that for larger sample sizes, the increased
runtime of S DDP may present an additional challenge.
Using TICe for the first-pass filtering step has the advantage that computing
MICe and TICe simultaneously is not more computationally expensive than computing just one of them. This is true even though the value of the parameter α of
TICe that leads to optimal power against independence is not equal to the value
of α used for optimal equitability of MICe , since computing either statistic with
a given value of α also yields the values of that statistic for all lower values of α.
In most situations, we expect that the value of α desired for MICe will be greater
than that desired for TICe since the former will be run with equitability in mind,
and so TICe will be a trivial side product of the computation of MICe .
When choosing parameters we recommend using the parameters for TICe that
maximize power and the parameters for MICe that maximize equitability. These
are the defaults in our software. For a discussion of alternative ways to choose
parameters, see Appendix I.
8. Analysis of WHO data. To test the conclusions of our simulations on real
data, we analyzed the aforementioned set of 356 social, medical, economic, and
political indicators measured by the WHO in different countries. We chose to analyze this data set because previous analyses [Reshef et al. (2011)] have shown
it to contain many linear relationships but also interesting nonlinear relationships.
These include, for example, a relationship between obesity and income per person
that consists of one trend among Pacific island nations, where female obesity is a
sign of status [Gill et al. (2002)], and a separate trend in the rest of the world. Here
we analyzed the 49,286 potential pairwise relationships in this data set with n ≥ 50
using the parameter settings determined by the simulations from Sections 3 and 4.
(See Appendix G.4 for details.)
We first conducted a standard power analysis, asking how many nontrivial relationships the methods under consideration identified in this data set (Table 2).
Strikingly, most methods identified over 15,000 relationships as significant at level
0.05 after Bonferroni correction. When a false discovery rate of 0.05 was used instead, these methods discovered at least 30,000 relationships. The combination of
MICe and TICe proposed in the previous section detected 34,465 relationships.
In comparison, the most powerful method, HHG, detected 36,338 relationships.
The large number of relationships detected by most of the methods underscores
the need for a principled way of exploring large data sets that is more fine-grained
than testing for deviations from independence.
We next turned to assessing equitability. Equitability is difficult to analyze directly here since we do not have a ground truth: we do not know which relationships in the data set are in our Q and which are not, and we cannot directly compute a population quantity of interest. However, we can still indirectly learn about
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TABLE 2
The performance of each of the statistics on the WHO data set. Jaccard indices were computed
using the top thousand relationships ranked by each method. (Higher Jaccard distance
indicates less similarity.)

Statistic
MICe /TICe
dCor
MaxCor
HSIC
Kraskov
RDC
S DDP
HHG
Sq. Pearson

# (%) rejections,
FWER ≤ 0.05

# (%) rejections,
FDR ≤ 0.05

% of top 1k rels.
with |ρ| < 0.85

Avg. Jaccard to
other statistics

17,630 (36%)
17,783 (36%)
4324 (9%)
17,524 (36%)
15,326 (31%)
3577 (7%)
18,721 (38%)
18,891 (38%)
17,073 (35%)

34,465 (70%)
34,992 (71%)
29,042 (59%)
35,052 (71%)
30,477 (62%)
23,086 (47%)
35,582 (72%)
36,338 (74%)
33,202 (67%)

29.9%
1.7%
24.0%
16.1%
7.1%
26.2%
5.5%
20.3%
0.0%

52.7%
35.5%
43.3%
47.2%
36.2%
45.9%
34.7%
48.7%
35.4%

equitability by checking for behaviors that we would expect an equitable statistic
to exhibit.
For example, the equitability plots in Figure 3 show that most of the nonequitable statistics tend to give higher scores to linear and monotonic relationships. This
leads to the hypothesis that in a data set that contains some complex relationships,
a more equitable statistic will be better able to rank these complex relationships
highly, rather than below a large number of linear relationships. And indeed, the
fraction of the top 1000 relationships as ranked by MICe /TICe with |ρ| < 0.85
was 29.9%, the most of any of the statistics tested. (See Table 2.) The two nextbest-performing methods by this metric were RDC and maximal correlation, which
achieved 26.2% and 24% respectively. This behavior is consistent with the nontrivial levels of equitability shown by maximal correlation in our simulations along
with the theoretical parallels between RDC and maximal correlation (see below).
Of the six methods besides MICe /TICe that detected a very large number of relationships (rejection rate ≥ 30% after Bonferroni correction), HHG was closest in
performance, identifying 20.3% relationships that were not strongly linear, about
two-thirds the amount identified by MICe /TICe .
The relationships ranked highly by MICe /TICe contain results of potential scientific interest. These include relationships previously detected in Reshef et al.
(2011), such as the aforementioned relationship between income per person and
obesity (p ≤ 6.0 × 10−7 ), a highly nonlinear relationship between number of
physicians and deaths due to HIV/AIDS (p ≤ 6.0 × 10−7 ), and others (see Table A10). Our analysis here further identified several previously unreported relationships that would not easily be found using the other methods we assessed. For
example, of the top 500 relationships as ranked by MICe /TICe , 33 were ranked
1000th or worse by all eight of the other methods, including: a strongly nonlin-
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ear relationship whereby adult male mortality rate is much higher among countries with per capita oil consumption below a certain threshold (p ≤ 6.0 × 10−7 ,
rank by MICe /TICe : 209, best rank by any other statistic: 1510); a nonlinear but
monotonic relationship between percent of the population below the poverty line
and children per woman (p ≤ 6.0 × 10−7 , rank by MICe /TICe : 374, best rank by
any other statistic: 1227); and a relationship between incidence of Ceasarian sections and government expenditure on health, in which there is a weak monotonic
trend among most countries except for a small group of Northwestern European
countries together with the United States that cluster away from the trend with
a markedly higher expenditure on health (p ≤ 6.0 × 10−7 , rank by MICe /TICe :
464, best rank by any other statistic: 1129); For plots, see Figure A9. We emphasize that our goal here is to establish that the relationships ranked highly by
MICe /TICe are of interest, but this does not preclude other methods finding interesting relationships that are not as highly ranked by MICe TICe ; in general, we
expect that most methods will rank some interesting relationships highly that are
not as highly ranked by other methods.
The analyses above suggest that (a) MICe /TICe have a reduced preference for
linear relationships, thus making finding nonlinear relationships easier, and (b)
more generally, MICe /TICe give high ranks to potentially interesting relationships
that would not be found using other statistics. This motivates us to ask systematically whether MICe /TICe are more different from the rest of the methods tested
than those methods are from each other in terms of highly ranked relationships. To
examine this, we compared every pair of methods using the Jaccard distance between the top 1000 relationships identified by each method. [The Jaccard distance
is a metric on sets defined by J (A, B) = 1 − |A ∩ B|/|A ∪ B|.] We found that
the top-ranked relationships by MICe /TICe were the most different from those
of the other statistics in that they had the highest average Jaccard distance from
the top-ranked relationships of the other statistics (52.7%; Table 2). These results
were robust to the number of top relationships examined (see Empirical Supplement 5A). Consistent with our nonlinearity analysis, HHG again came the closest
in performance to MICe /TICe among the statistics with extremely good power,
with an average Jaccard distance of 48.7% to the rest of the statistics.
To gain a broader view of the behavior of the methods tested, we also created a
dendrogram from these Jaccard distances using agglomerative hierarchical clustering. This recapitulated our findings, showing MICe /TICe as the farthest away from
any other single method. More generally, we believe it provides a valuable way to
understand relationships between these measures of dependence. For instance, it
shows distance correlation as similar to the squared Pearson correlation coefficient
(in terms of relationship ranking, not power against independence), a fact that is
consistent with our simulations. Additionally, the statistic closest to maximal correlation is RDC, which makes sense since RDC can be interpreted as an attempt
to maximize correlation using linear combinations of random functions of the two
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F IG . 9. Pairwise comparison of the statistics on the WHO data set. (a) A dendrogram computed
using the Jaccard distances between the top 1000 relationships identified by each statistic. (b) For
each pair of statistics, a plot of one statistic’s score against the other’s across all the variable pairs
in the data set. Purple, red/blue, and grey points denote relationships declared significant using both
statistics, one statistic but not the other, and neither statistic, respectively. Numbers indicate number
of dots of each respective color. J1000 indicates Jaccard distance between the top 1000 relationships
ranked by the two statistics. For MICe /TICe , significance was determined using TICe and the plotted scores are the MICe scores; analogously, for mutual information estimation, significance was
assessed using parameters optimized for independence testing and the plotted scores were computed
using parameters optimized for equitability.

variables in question. Finally, this dendrogram paired HSIC and HHG as similar, suggesting a hypothesis that there may be an as-yet uncharacterized aspect of
dependence that these two statistics both capture.
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We lastly plotted the scores of the five methods that detected the most relationships against each other for all the relationships in the data set. This is shown in
Figure 9b; for all methods, see Empirical Supplement 5B.
9. Conclusion. In this paper, we presented an in-depth empirical evaluation
of the equitability, power against independence, and runtime of several leading
measures of dependence, including two new statistics introduced in Reshef et al.
(2016). Our aims were to give an accessible exposition of equitability and its relationship to power against independence, provide the community with a comprehensive side-by-side comparison of existing methods, and evaluate the new statistics against the existing state of the art. Our main findings were as follows.
(1) Equitability. MICe , the estimator of the population MIC introduced in
Reshef et al. (2016), generally has superior and more robust equitability with respect to R 2 than other measures of dependence. In some specific settings (models
with no X noise and n = 5000), mutual information estimation achieves superior
equitability in our experiments, but its equitability is otherwise highly variable and
often poor, particularly at lower sample sizes. Maximal correlation achieves some
degree of equitability over the models examined, but all other statistics tested have
very poor equitability.
More generally, the analyses presented here demonstrate that equitability with
respect to R 2 is achievable to a significant extent, at least on the relationships tested
here. However, while the noise models, marginal distributions, and functions used
were chosen to be representative of real-world relationships, they by no means
form a large enough set to allow us to make claims about the performance of these
methods in general. Given this state of affairs, a better theoretical understanding
of MICe and also of equitability–with respect to R 2 and otherwise–is crucial for
allowing us to determine when and to what extent equitability can be achieved.
(2) Power against independence. TICe and S DDP had the best power against independence, outperforming each other by different metrics. Distance correlation,
MICe , maximal correlation, HSIC, RDC, and HHG also had good power against
independence. The power against independence of TICe and MICe was more robust than other methods to alternative hypothesis relationship type. When a different parameter setting from the equitability-oriented default is used, the original
statistic MIC has substantially higher power against independence than has been
reported in previous analyses.
(3) Runtime. MICe and TICe , each of which can be trivially computed once the
other has been obtained, have runtimes that allow them to be run together even on
large samples in reasonable time. This runtime compares favorably with that of
other complex measures of dependence. The fastest measures of dependence were
maximal correlation and the randomized dependence coefficient. There is a large
variety of runtimes across the measures of dependence examined.
(4) Power/equitability tradeoff. The parameter α in the estimator MICe corresponds to a trade-off between power against independence and equitability that is
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consistent with the characterization of equitability given in Reshef et al. (2015).
Lower values of α lead to higher power against a null of independence at the
expense of power against null hypotheses representing weak relationship strength
(i.e., equitability), while higher values of α lead to better equitability at the expense
of power against independence. Other parameterized methods display a similar
trade-off.
(5) Practical suggestions. For exploration of data sets with unknown or potentially diverse relationship types, we recommend first using TICe to filter to only
significant relationships, and then MICe to rank the relationships. This approach
combines power, equitability, and speed, and performs well on the real data set we
analyzed.
The fact that many measures of dependence performed similarly in our analysis of power against independence and had tens of thousands of rejections in our
analyses of real data suggests that for some settings power against independence
may not be where the true challenge lies, and that we ought to demand more of
measures of dependence in those settings. Equitability is one attempt to formulate
a more ambitious goal, as is the concept of low detection threshold introduced in
Reshef et al. (2015) and discussed here, but there may well be other possibilities.
Of course there are instances, such as detection of higher-dimensional relationships, in which even just power against independence is very difficult to achieve,
and many of the methods evaluated here are quite useful in that setting.
The comprehensiveness of our results provides significant understanding of the
comparative performance of various measures. To our knowledge, our analyses are
the most exhaustive to date in that they evaluate a large swath of measures of dependence side-by-side along a number of dimensions (equitability, power against
independence, and runtime); over a wide range of models, relationship types, and
sample sizes; and with parameter sweeps for each individual statistic in each analysis. Our hope is that the full set of results, which are included in bulk in the
empirical supplement, will be a resource to the community that facilitates a precise discussion of the trade-offs and assumptions associated with each measure of
dependence in various settings.
As methodological work on measures of dependence continues, we expect and
hope that methods with improved performance by each of the metrics assessed
here will be developed, and already since the conclusion of this study there have
been interesting and enlightening advances to note. For instance, an improved algorithm for estimating distance correlation is now known that runs much faster
than the one benchmarked by us [Huo and Szekely (2014)]; the advances used in
that algorithm could potentially be leveraged to improve other measures of dependence that rely on quantities computed between pairs of points. Similarly, a new
measure of dependence called G2 has recently been shown to achieve substantial
levels of equitability [Wang, Jiang and Liu (2017)]. This method, like MICe , is
partition-based and uses a dynamic programming algorithm to optimize the choice
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of partition, providing further evidence of the utility of these concepts as we try to
understand what about MICe is essential to its performance and what is ancillary.
While the results presented here make a compelling case for the use of MICe
and TICe and provide insight into the trade-offs between different measures of
dependence, there are some important limitations for both the new statistics and
the comparisons we performed. First, in this paper we evaluated only equitability with respect to R 2 on noisy functional relationships, whereas the definition we
give of equitability explicitly acknowledges the possibility of using other properties of interest besides R 2 and standard relationships that are not noisy functional
relationships. We feel that R 2 is an important measure of relationship strength that
is intuitive and familiar to many practitioners, but equitability with respect to other
properties of interest [see, e.g., Ding and Li (2013)] merits study as well, and the
methods tested here may perform much better or worse when their equitability is
evaluated with respect to other properties of interest.
We observe that more general versions of equitability can be considered without
abandoning the notion of R 2 on noisy functional relationships. For example, we
could add only noiseless versions of nonfunctional relationships, such as a circle,
to our existing set of standard relationships, and then define the property of interest
to equal 1 on those relationships. This has the virtue of encoding a strong intuition
about the importance of nonfunctional relationships without requiring a stringent
assumption about exactly how noisy nonfunctional relationships should be scored.
Since the original motivation for the maximal information coefficient stems from
its ability to detect nonfunctional relationships as well, assessing equitability with
respect to a criterion such as this one is an interesting avenue of future inquiry.
There are other classes of relationships to consider from the perspective of statistical power as well. For instance, we assessed power primarily on functional
relationships with noise added uniformly to the distribution in question. However,
one family of relationships that may exhibit qualitatively different behavior is relationships with local dependence, for which the performance of aggregative methods such as TICe and S DDP may be quite different.
An additional limitation of the present work is that, though an attempt at comprehensiveness was made, we did limit our scope to the set of noisy functional
relationships in Reshef et al. (2011) for equitability and the relationships introduced in Simon and Tibshirani (2012) for power against independence, along with
corresponding randomly chosen relationships in each setting. While we feel each
of these suites of relationships provides reasonable insight into the performance
of the methods in question on a broad set of realistic relationship types, there
do, for instance, exist relationships, such as a step function, that when added to
these suites provably result in poor equitability for all the methods tested (see
Appendix J), and we believe that the same is true for the power analyses. Characterizing those relationships theoretically and empirically in the settings of both
equitability and power against independence is vital for fully understanding the
strengths and weaknesses of each of these methods. This is an important direction
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for future work for which the analyses of random functions in Reshef et al. (2016)
and here are only a first step. We note that as we try to understand what constitutes
an appropriate set of standard relationships, it would be useful not just to better
characterize performance of various sets, but also to have a way of evaluating the
extent to which a given set of standard relationships “matches” a real data set that
is being analyzed. Such a metric would provide valuable empirical guidance to this
avenue of investigation.
Measures of dependence are useful in a variety of settings and identifying which
measures of dependence provide superior performance in the face of different objectives, assumptions, and constraints is critical. For each separate goal, we must
understand both which measure of dependence is most appropriate and also which
parameter regimes lead to the best performance. Such an understanding provides
insight into the inherent trade-offs of different methods, allowing us to navigate
the landscape of measures of dependence effectively and-ultimately-to better understand our data.
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